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Patch Products is a family-owned company, leading the toy industry in design, manufacturing and  

marketing of games, children’s puzzles, preschool toys, creative activities and teaching tools. Top-selling 

brands include 5 Second Rule®, Perplexus™ Don’t Rock the Boat™, Farkle, The Game of THINGS…®, 

Mirari®, Buzzword®, What’s Yours Like?®, Lauri® and Wooly Willy®. Patch focuses on innovation 

through building brands and creating new categories. 

The company was formed in 1985 by brothers Fran and Bryce Patch. 

The worldwide headquarters, offices and facilities are based in Beloit, WI. Patch also has offices  

and a manufacturing center in Smethport, PA. Patch employs about 80 people. 

Toy and Game Sale - As a way to show appreciation for its surrounding community, Patch is  

proud each year to hold its Toy & Game Sale during Beloit, Wisconsin’s annual Festival on the Rock  

celebration. During the 2013 event, Patch sold more than 350 products at wholesale prices, with profits 

going directly to the community. 

By the Numbers 

►In 2008, Patch reached the milestone of selling more than 100 million puzzles since its founding 

►One of Patch’s most popular board games, Buzzword, sold its one millionth copy in 2009. 

Farkle - Patch has established the Farkle brand as a household favorite. Patch expanded the Farkle  

line in 2011 with its fast-paced, all-play game Farkle Frenzy® . In 2012, Patch introduced the  

first-of-its-kind, no-dice card game Farkle Flip™. In 2013, Patch added Farkle Around™ to the line.  

The game combines dice and cards for a fun and unpredictable game! 

Expanding Horizons - In 2013, Patch proudly unveiled Mirari®, its new line of preschool toys. “Mirari” 

is from the Latin word for “wonder,” and the line was created to inspire children’s sense of wonder. Also 

debuting in 2013 was Planet Sock Monkey®, a new collectible soft doll line that’s out of this world! It 

combines sock monkeys with attitude, humor and style, making each character unique and provocative.  

Big THINGS - Patch’s newly-acquired, popular The Game of THINGS… is celebrating its 10th  

anniversary in 2014 with a new collectible edition featuring a richly-designed box and updated content. 

This follows the excitement of one of the game’s inventors, Tom Quinn, winning a coveted TAGIE Award 

for Excellence in Game Design in 2013. 
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